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SUMMARY 

The experimental validation of mechanical models in "chide dynamics requires dynamical measure· 
ments while driving. Puallel p~ng usin, tnnsputer technology allows Jong time measurements at 
hicb sampling nlc without any loss of data as well as online computatlon resulting in a very e meieRt tool 
lorvibratioa monitorina and parameter idcDtificationofvetticle systems. The papc.rpresc n 1$ the realiza
tion of a mobile data acquisition ~tcm based on transputer technology and some applications of the 
system to vtbration monitorine and idenlification of a rolling unbalanced vchide wheel. The measure
ments are performed with a nandard passcnccr car of. German t"demark. 

1. lNTRODUCI10N 

During the last decade the technique of measurement and data acquisition in ve
hicles while driving was improved essentially. Experimental cars were equipped 
with realtime computer systems. Hees. et al. [2]. Vehicle design. testing and val
idation of their mechanical models used to be the main motivation. Zomotor (7) . 
However, morc and more measurements and real time evaluations are applied 
for monitoring vehicles. too. to enhance driving safty. comfort and performance. 

As an example of how recent measurement hardware in combination with sym
bolically modeled multi body systems may fulWII complex tasks in vibration moni
toring of vehicles. this paper presents the vibration monitoring and the identifica
tion of vehicle system parameters based on acceleration measurements While 
driving with unbalanced wheels. 

A main difficulty with the task descnbed is the stochastic excitation by the 
rough road surface which cannot be measured directly. Hence. the covariance 
method. Kallenbach (5). may be applied to identify unknown covariances due to 
the road excitation together with the system parameters as reported in Eismann. 
Schiehlen (4). 

On the other hand. considering the stochastic road excitation as measuring 
noise one gets well conditioned deterministic identification relations due to the 
excitation by unbalanced wheels. which are found analytically as functions of the 
driving speed. Eismann (3). This kind of identification is based on crosscorrela
tion between the measured signals and harmonic model functions generated 
from the measured wheel frequency. The resulting amplitudes and phase angles 
represent samples of the system frequency response function with respect to un-
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balancy excitation. The technique works with all kind of wheeled vehicles on 
roads and railway tracks. 

For the demands of this algorithm the mobile data acquisition system has to 
process wheel impulse transducer signals, to compute the harmonic model func
tions and to sample mechanical quantities to be measured, in this case accelera· 
tions. 

2. MOBILE DATA ACQUISmON 

The mobile data acquisition system provided with the Institute B of Mechanics, 
University of Stullgart, consists of a portable frontend based on transputer 
technology, a laptop PC as host computer and the sensors, i. e., acceleration sen
sors and impulse \tansducers, see Fig. 1. The system might be power supplied ei
ther by 12 V DC on the vehicle or by 220 V AC at the laboratory. It is possible 
to operate the system without running a hard disk, buffering the sampled data to 
the 32 MBy'e chip memory the frontend is equipped with. Hence, the data 
sampled while driving might be transferred to the hard disk at a later stop. 

During operation there are two main parallel processes. Firstly the user inter
face process running on the PC, and secondly the data acquisition process run
ning on the transputer system. 

The user interface process on the PC enables configuration and control of the 
whole system and graphical visualization of data. Configuration means activation 
of input channels, scaling of data to physical units, defmition of cutoff frequency 
and amplification of the analog filters as well as definition of sampling rate and 
FFT -parameters like block length, kind of windowing, kind of averaging and, of 
course, marking the two FFT -channels. 

Graphical online visualization is performed with sampled data as well as with 
computed values. The presentation might be stopped at any time to zoom in or 
to display the coordinates of single points numerically. Further, old data files 
might be replayed to the memory board of the transputer system, too, to be visual
ized again or to recompute the FFT of any desired time intervall. 

Docking the mobile data acquisition system to the stationary computer net
work at the laboratory is enabled by an Ethernet adaptor linked with the mobile 
PC. 

The data acquisition process on the transputer system itself consists of four 
subprocesses running simultaneously: 

i) controlling the Analog- Digital-Converter board, 
ii) managing the impuls transducer board, i. e., computing actual angular loca

tions from impuls transducer counts, computing the harmonic model functions 
and controlling the Digital-Analog-Converter and sending angular location 
and angular velocity values to the memory board, 

iii) performing the online data processing, i. e., computing Fast - Fourier
"ll"ansforms (FFT) of two user defined analog channels and postprocessing to get 
spectral density functions, coherence and transfer function, 

iv) serving the PC-interface allowing user interactions like changing the cut
off frequency of the analog filters. 117 
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Fig. 1: Configuration of the mobile data acquisition system 
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The topology of the transputer system and the flows of information and data 
are shown in more detail in Fig. 2. After loading and starting the transputer pro
cess the central node TPM - I/O equipped with a transputerT800 further controls 
the frontend. Information like sampling rate or cutoff frequency is received from 
the host and is sent to the impuls transducer interface TS 2, to the analog filter 
boards SCF 4 and/or to the 12-bit-AD-converter TPM-ADC I, respectively. 
Data reaching at the TS 2 board are collected by the wheel impuls transducers. 
This data will be processed locally by a transputer T222. 
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Fig. 2: 1bpology of the fontend based on transputer technology 119 



The output is the actual angular location of the wheels, the ac tual angularveloci ty 
and the actual values of the harmonic model functions. Angular location and an
gular velocity are directly transferred to the memory board TPM 32 with respec t 
to the trigger signal provided by the TPM - ua board. The digi ta l values of ha r
monic model functions are converted analog ones and are resampled as addi
tional analog channels to ensure vanishing relative phase shih between the accel 
eration signals and the model functions with respect to analog filtering. 

The AD-converter board TMP-ADC I is equipped with sample and holdcir
cuits to perform optimal synchronization due to multiplexed sampling of the 16 
input channels. The board is locally con trolled by a T222 transputer. The digital 
da ta are put to the memory board TPM - 32 and, in addition, data blocks might 
be transferred to the central node to perfo rm onl ine processing. The data blocks 
and the results of online processing are delivered to the graphical interface on the 
Pc. 

After sampling was stopped, data buffered on the memory board of the fron
tend might be transferred to the hard disk of the PC, too. It should be mentioned 
that the frontend is equipped with reca rgeable batteries to keep the system run
ning for at least 2 minutes in case of loss of power supply. The maximal sampling 
ra te is abou t 3 kHz. 

Fig. 3 shows the experimental ca r equipped with the transputer frontend and 
the laptop Pc. 

Fig. 3: 
120 Experimental veh icle equipped with the mobile data acquisition system 



3. VIBRATION MONITORING 

As a first example for the capability of the presented technology spatial vibration 
monitoring is considered. A mechanical model for vibration monitoring has to ac· 
commodate the real motion of the vehicle system. For the identification of static 
and dynamic wheel unbalances, for instance, based on measurements at the wheel 
support, the real spatial vibrations of the wheel support with respect to any given 
unbalaney excitation has to be observed. 

The spatial vibration of a rigid body about a given equilibrium position is defi
nitely determined by the twist (w, vel of the center of gravity. If only translational 
acceleration sensors are used. direct measuring of the twist is not possible. Then, 
it has to be computed indirectly based on the translational accelerations acquired 
at different points of the wheel support. The necessary equations follow from 
rigid body kinematics. 

The acceleration ., of point P, of the rigid body can be obtained from the accel
eration .e of the center of gravity C according to 

., = .e + Ii> x r" + w X (w x raj ,i = 1(I)n , (1) 

with the relative vectors re, from C to the n measuring points P, and the vector 
of angular velocities w. 

If the goal is to validate a rigid body model for small oscillations of the wheel 
support, described by a cartesian frame at the center of gravity, then the quadratic 
term w X (w x raj ofEq. (1) vanishes. Now, to compute w the difference vec
tors Aa, = 8, - 8

J 
arc introduced leading for n > 1 to an overdetermined set of 

linear equations, 

(2) 

where the skewsymmetric tensors 1', of the corresponding difference vectors 
r; = r, - r, represent the vector products r. x w. The regularity of the coeffi
cient matrix in Eq. (2) depends on the position of the measuring points at the rigid 
body. 

Finally, the translational acceleration 8e of the center of gravity can be calcu
lated from one of the n relations given with Eq. (1). Under practical conditions 
the best results were obtained by averaging more than one relation. The twist 
serves as a basis to animate the real motion or to calculate the actual axes of rota
tion at certain time steps during one vibration period. The time history of location 
and direction of the rotation axis is an efficient tool to classify the vibration beha
viour of the rigid body under consideration. 

The instantaneous rotation axis d(t) at the time t is given by 

d(t) = roCt) + ).m(t) , (3) 

where the axis point D is defined by normal projection of position vector r c to the 
rotation axis. The rotation axis is parallel to the vector of angular velocity w. The 
unit of scalar A is [m's], The position vector r D is given by 
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(4) 

For the example presented in this paper seven translational acceleration sig
nals at four different measuring points were taken into account, see Fig. 4. Thus, 
in Eq. (2) one has to delete all rows containing not measured accelerations. 

x 

Fig. 4: Measuring points at the right front wheel support 

From the instantaneous rotation axis for several different stationary vibration 
frequencies, one recognizes changing vibration behaviour. Therefore for two fre
quencies Fig. 5 and 6 show the cartesian coordinates of point D during one vibra
tion period and a 3-dimensional representation of the corresponding directions 
at discrete time steps. At 16 Hz, where the wheel support is in a resonance, the 
axes remain almost parallel and the coordinates of D are constant if the singular-
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ity at I II) I = 0 is omitted, see Fig. 5. Thus, the wheel support undertakes an al
most plain rotation around a ftxed spatial axis at 16 Hz. The singularity is due 
to the equal phase angles of the components of II) in the case of a plane motion. 

At the frequency of 19 Hz the vibration behaviour is completely different. 
Now, there is a general spatial motion of the wheel support. During one vibration 
period the instantaneous rotation axes are neither fixed nor paraliel, see Fig. 6. 
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Fig. 6: Spatial motion of the wheel support at 19 Hz 

4. PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION 

The second example deals with parameter identification. Once the validation of 
the mechanical model is achieved, the multibody system model might be applied 
for condition monitoring of the vehicle system by parameter identification. The 
idea is to identify some parameters of the system and of the deterministic excita
tion, which might be damping coefficients changing due to wear or excentricity 
and angular location of unbalances, while other parameters, which might be the 
mass value and moments of inertia of wheel and wheel support are treated as fi
xed parameters. 

The most important information source with this approach is the topology of 
the mechanical model which has to be determined in advance, e. g. by experi
ments. Applying the covariance method results in identification relations using 
that valuable topology information. 

Th. presented method is based on the exact knowledge of any frequency re
lated to the deterministic excitations to be monitored. In the case of unbalancy 
excitation the devices required for measuring the angular locations of the wheels 
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are already implemented in modern road vehicles with ABS. However, nonuni
fonnities of rolling wheels result in higher hannonic excitation of the system, too, 
see e. g. Biihm [1]. Monitoring such complex excitation sources requires an analy-
sis of the complete frequency spectrum Vehicle body 
of the excitation. An unsymmetric iner- ,.....:~ _____ ., 
tia distribution within the tire belt, for 
instance, results in first harmonic unbal-
ancy excitation as well as in excitation of 
higher frequencies due to passing the 
tire-road contact patch. 

The accuracy of the presented 
method is demonstrated on the basis of 
computer simulated measurements. 
Then, the mechanical model for system 
monitoring represents exactly the simu· 
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the wheel. Fig. 7 shows a quarter model 
of the vehicle. TIre stiffness variation of Fig. 7: 
first order is described by 

Parameters of a vehicle 
model wilh 2 DOF 

c,(QI) = l!T + O,(QI) = l!T + <TCOs(QI - 'PT) 
Under the assumption of a linear system the equations of motion read as 

[ rnB ° ]['8] [d 
o mw Zw + - d 

-d]['B] + [cs - c~ ][~B] _ [0] 
d Zw - Cs Cs + CT Zw b 

where the excitation h = bd + b' is given by the deterministic function 

b' = A,(cos 4>T - COS(QI - 4>T» + AuQ' COS(QI - 4>u) 

with 
(mB + rnW)g<T) 

AT = . 
(l!T + CTCOS 4>T) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

respectively, and a coloured stochastic process b' due to road roughness URI see 
Popp, Schiehlen [6]. 

Firstly, the motion is simulated based on Eq. (6) with a given set of parameter 
values and a coloured noise process corresponding to a smooth road surface. 
Then. the first harmonics of Z8> Zw. :is and Zw arc extracted by crosscorrelation 
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between the measured acceleration signals ZB and Zw and the model function 
m(t) = m cos Ql Hence, the excitation by the rough road suface is considered as 
measuring noise and the constant term in Eq. (7) is neglected. Finally, the covari
ance method is applied to identify the deterministically excited system. 

Therefore. the measured signals 

S = !ZB Zw ze Zw sin Qt cos Qt Q1sin Qt 

are sent through a user defined linear filter 

y = Fy + Vs . 

T 
Q'cos Qtl (9) 

(10) 

Assuming stationarity . .!LCsy = D. one gets the algebraic identification relation 
dt 

(FCy• + VCS.)MT - CyzDT - CyzKT + Cyh.BT 
= 0 (11) 

with the mass matrix M, the damping matrix D, the stiffness matrix K defined by 
Eq. (6) and the input matrix B described by 

o ] [Q~i~?bt] 
ATsin$T Aucoscpu Ausancpu OlsinQt 

Bb' = 
o o 

(12) 

with respect to the first harmonics of Eq. (7). 
In the present case the wheel mass mw is a priori known. Generating Eq. (\\) at 
several different driving speeds and rearranging leads to the inhomogenious 
overdetermined linear set of equations 

Wp = r (\3) 

which might be solved in the sense ofleast squares to identify the 8 x I -parame
ter vector p. The row dimension of Wand r depends on the user defined filter, 
Eq. (10). The nonlinear parameter combinations occuring in p due to the para
metrization of B may be solved to get the 8 physical parameters fi s. d, CSt en CT. 
,h, mu and 4>u· 

Finally Fig. 8 shows the absolute errors of the identified angle parameters and 
the relative errors of the other identified parameters, respectively. These results 
were obtained using four different driving speeds, each of which with a simulated 
measuring time of 4 sand 500 Hz sampling rate. 
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Fig. 8: Result of parameter identification based on a priori known mw and Tu 
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5. CONCLUSION 

A mobile data acquisition system based on parallel processing using transputer 
technology was presented. The portable system is qualified to meet a wide variety 
of applications with dynamic measurements in vehicles combining analog accele
ration measurements and digital transducer signals. 

Tho applications were reported. On the one hand, the vibration monitoring 
based on signal extraction by crosscorrelation was presented as an appropiate 
tool for model validation. On the other hand, parameter identification of multi 
body system models was applied to identify deterministic excitations due to wheel 
nonuniformities combining measurements while driving with the covariance 
method. 

The results presented show that modern measurement hardware in combina
tion with advanced simulation and parameter identification techniques result in 
a very efficient tool for vehicle dynamics. 

The modular concept of the data acquisition system using transputer technol
ogy may be easyly linked to other transputer systems, e. g. to perform real time 
simulation at the laboratory. 
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